Meta's mission is to give people the power to build community and bring the world closer together. We build social technologies

Corporate Human Rights Policy

and Accountability

Governance, Oversight,

OUR COMMITMENTS

This policy will be reviewed regularly to ensure it is updated.

The human rights due diligence efforts. S/he works closely with legal, operations, policy, and

Meta's Human Rights Director is part of the company's global policy division. The Director,

We specifically recognize that the universal obligation of non-discrimination is a necessary

We safeguard data through our

Our Responsible Innovation Dimensions, which product teams use early in the

Our Responsible AI efforts

We empower

We strive to respect domestic laws. When faced with conflicts between such

We recognize the diversity of laws in the locations where we operate, and where people use

We implement our commitment to human rights using approaches set out in the United

We are committed to respecting human rights as set out in the United Nations

We seek to honor the principles of internationally

We are members of

We specifically recognize that the universal obligation of non-discrimination is a necessary

The "AI actors" should respect the rule of law, human rights and democratic values,

researchers, and engineers, which focuses on understanding fairness and inclusion

Community Guidelines

On Instagram, our content policies are outlined in our

Relationships and Communications and the Vice President and General Counsel, and may include

Facebook and Instagram users, and other relevant rights holders. When designing the

content decisions, the Oversight Board is intended to increase access to remedy for

We aim to further enhance transparency around these complex issues of unprecedented

We can leverage a range of technologies to identify and respond to potential harms.

The potential human rights impacts of Meta's products and operations vary significantly

The impact of Meta's family of apps varies significantly across time, location, content, and

We seek to honor the principles of internationally

We seek to identify and support

We also seek to identify and support

We implement our commitment to human rights using approaches set out in the United

We seek to protect human rights defenders, as defined by the

We specifically recognize that the universal obligation of non-discrimination is a necessary

We specifically recognize that the universal obligation of non-discrimination is a necessary

We specifically recognize that the universal obligation of non-discrimination is a necessary

We specifically recognize that the universal obligation of non-discrimination is a necessary

The term "human rights defenders" includes human rights organizations; members

The term "human rights defenders" includes human rights organizations; members

We also have an

We specifically recognize that the universal obligation of non-discrimination is a necessary